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Abstract

Objective—Periarticular osteopenia is an early radiological sign of rheumatoid arthritis (RA). Quantitative ultrasound (QUS) devices have recently been shown to be useful for assessing osteoporosis. In this study the capability of a transportable and easy to use QUS device to detect skeletal impairment of the finger phalanges in patients with RA was investigated.

Methods—In a cross sectional study 83 women (30 controls, 29 with glucocorticosteroid (GC) treated RA, and 24 with GC treated vasculitis) were examined. QUS measurements were obtained at the metaphyses of the proximal phalanges II–V and directly at the proximal interphalangeal joints II–IV with a DBM Sonic 1200 (IGEA, Italy) QUS device. Amplitude dependent speed of sound (AD-SoS) was evaluated. In 23 of the patients with RA, hand radiographs were evaluated.

Results—Significant differences between patients with RA and the other groups were found for AD-SoS at both measurement sites. Compared with age matched controls, the AD-SoS of patients with RA was lowered by two and three standard deviations at the metaphysis and joint, respectively. Fingers of patients with RA without erosions (Larsen score 0–I) already had significantly decreased QUS values, which deteriorated further with the development of erosions (Larsen II–V).

Conclusion—This study indicates that QUS is sensitive to phalangeal periarticular bone loss in RA. QUS is a quick, simple, and inexpensive method free of ionising radiation that appears to be suited to detection of early stages of periarticular bone loss. Its clinical use in the assessment of early RA should be further evaluated in prospective studies.

(Ann Rheum Dis 2001;60:670–677)

Quantitative ultrasound (QUS) is a method that is suited to the investigation of the mechanical properties of bone.1–3 It is therefore the subject of research in the screening and monitoring of osteoporosis, where QUS offers an easy to use and inexpensive approach to the estimation of fracture risk.4–6 Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) causes bone loss7 which is an effect of the inflammatory process itself, owing to the resulting immobilisation or its pharmacological treatment (mainly by glucocorticosteroids (GC)), or both.8 RA leads to a local “periarticular” osteopenia, which is known to occur before manifest erosions are detectable.11 12 The process, in which locally increased bone turnover has an important role,8 can continue even in the absence of other signs of disease activity.12 14 Therefore, the need for therapeutic intervention may be missed, because the patient’s symptoms and monitoring data suggest the absence of disease activity. Conventional x ray evaluation of the hands and feet is well established as an outcome measure in RA.15 16 Unfortunately, many x ray scoring techniques depend on the presence and further development of erosions to indicate progression of disease significantly.17 Erosions, though, are a sign of advanced disease and indicate substantial, irreversible bone damage. To assess the progression of RA more accurately in the early stages, it seems therefore desirable to be able to quantify the periarticular osteopenia.18 Several x ray based techniques have been developed to monitor bone loss of the hand.19–22 Each of them has its individual advantages and disadvantages of sensitivity, precision, simplicity, cost effectiveness, and availability. All of them expose the patient to ionising radiation, even though the dose is extremely low in dual energy x ray absorptiometry (DXA). The use of any x ray device requires strict adherence to radiation safety regulations and special training of the personnel. Computerised analysis of digitised plain hand radiographs (also displaying an aluminium wedge), known as radiographic absorptiometry,22 lacks simplicity. In a simplified version of radiographic absorptiometry only the middle phalanx of the third finger is evaluated,19 which may impair the sensitivity in patients whose middle finger is not affected. Therefore these methods have been superseded by the more precise DXA technique. However, availability limits the use of DXA of the hand. Radiogrammetry is a traditional method for the measurement of periarticular bone loss,12–15 but it is less precise than DXA and therefore of limited use for monitoring purposes.24 25 First studies indicate improved precision for a new method (digital radiogrammetry) combining computerised radiometric and texture analysis of the hand. However, no studies on patients with RA have yet been carried out.26

This article considers whether QUS devices can detect changes in the periarticular and metaphyseal bone of patients with RA. For this purpose, we used a device (DBM Sonic 1200, IGEA, Italy) which is specially designed for
QUS measurements near the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joints of fingers. Several studies have shown that the QUS results obtained with the DBM Sonic correlate with bone density of the lumbar spine and the hip and that patients with and without vertebral or hip fractures might be identified. In one prospective study it was reported that the risk of osteoporotic fracture could be predicted. In RA these associations may be even stronger because peripheral periarticular loss of bone may progress faster than osteoporosis of the axial skeleton. Previous studies have shown that findings with the DBM Sonic correlate well with bone density in the measured region, metacarpal index, and cortical cross sectional area. However, only a small number of published studies have investigated patients with RA using this device. They showed reduced ultrasound velocity for patients with RA in comparison with patients with general osteopenia or healthy subjects. We investigated whether QUS may allow measurement of bone loss in patients with RA and how the sensitivity for assessing early changes compares with Larsen scoring using conventional hand radiography. In addition, we wanted to explore whether the skeletal changes measured by QUS are primarily associated with generalised bone loss due to GC treatment or with the periarticular bone loss due to immobilisation secondary to pain, inflammation, and destruction. Therefore, in addition to subjects with RA and a healthy control group, we also recruited a group of patients with vasculitis who had received GC treatment at relevant dose levels but who did not have the finger joint problems associated with RA.

### Methods

A group of 29 female patients with RA was compared with a control group of 30 healthy women and a group of 24 female patients with different types of vasculitis. Patients (RA and vasculitis group) between the ages of 20 and 70 years and a minimum duration of disease of six months were recruited from a rheumatology ward. For the RA group, diagnosis had been established by a rheumatologist of the Rheumaklinik Bad Bramstedt according to the diagnostic criteria of the American College of Rheumatology. Six of the 29 patients were seronegative. Patients were admitted to hospital either for check up procedures and treatment modification or because of acute exacerbation of their illness. Patients with swollen or acutely inflamed and tender PIP joints were excluded from the study. The vasculitis group consisted of patients with polyarteritis nodosa (classic, microscopic, or overlap), Wegener’s vasculitis, Churg-Strauss disease, or Behçet’s syndrome. Patients of the vasculitis group had to have been treated with GC for a cumulative duration of at least six months. No such exclusion criterion was applied to the RA group, but only three patients with RA had never been treated with GC and the mean treatment duration was even longer than for the patients with vasculitis (table 1). Owing to the setting of our study, it was not possible to obtain highly reliable information about the cumulative (prednisolone equivalent) dose of GC used throughout a patient’s life. However, all the patients in the vasculitis group and 26 of 29 patients with RA had received GC of more than 7.5 mg prednisolone equivalent for a considerable amount of time (table 1). The control group was selected randomly from women waiting in a dentist’s office who did not have a known history of skeletal impairment like osteoporosis or **Table 1 Characteristics of the groups investigated: age, cumulative duration of glucocorticoid (GC) treatment and disease duration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Age Mean (SD) [range]</th>
<th>GC treatment (years) Mean (range)</th>
<th>Presence of disease (years) Mean (range)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RA</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>53.6 (11.7) [20–70]</td>
<td>3.5 (0–27)</td>
<td>10.7 (0.5–36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vasculitis</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>49.0 (15.8) [19–68]</td>
<td>1.7 (0.5–6)</td>
<td>3.7 (0.5–20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>41.3 (13.4) [22–67]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 Principle of quantitative ultrasound measurement using the DBM Sonic 1200. The generated ultrasound signal (left) is transmitted through the finger (middle). The received signal (right) is displayed and evaluated: A = metaphysis of the proximal phalanx II of a healthy woman, 47 years old with AD-SoS=2082 m/s; B = measurement at the same site of a 50 year old woman who had had rheumatoid arthritis for 11 years with AD-SoS=1728 m/s. Marker 1: At this point in time the signal intensity reached the trigger level to measure AD-SoS.
arthritis. Their age range was similar to that of the other groups, but their lower average age required statistical adjustment for age effects in our analyses.

The ultrasound device used in our study was a DBM Sonic 1200 (IGEA, Carpi, Italy). Two probes, transmitter and receiver, are positioned opposite to each other by a high precision caliper, with the finger in between and coupling achieved by ultrasound gel. The DBM Sonic transmits an ultrasound wave at frequency of 1.2 MHz. The standard parameter of ultrasound velocity as measured by the DBM Sonic 1200 is “amplitude dependent speed of sound” (AD-SoS). It is defined as the distance between the transducers divided by the time of flight, which is the period between signal generation at the transmitting probe and an evoked amplitude of approximately 2 mV at the receiving probe. As the name implies, AD-SoS depends both on the velocity and the amplitude of the signal received. Figure 1 shows examples of ultrasound waves received at the metaphysis.

MEASUREMENT SITES
A standard measurement at the metaphysis of the proximal phalanges II–V in the radioulnar direction was performed twice at the right hand and once at the left hand (“metaphysis” measurement, fig 2A). Additionally, we investigated AD-SoS directly at the PIP joint. Here, each (left and right) PIP joint of the phalanges II, III, and IV was investigated twice in the dorsovolar direction, with the probes centred on the joint gap (“joint” measurement, fig 2B). This is a new measurement mode developed by our group.

To assess the reproducibility of the technique, the short time precision of AD-SoS was calculated from the duplicate hand measurements using root mean square averages. We calculated the precision of the standard hand measurement (mean of four finger measurements: index, middle, ring, small) at the metaphysial site and also for the joint measurement procedure (mean of three finger measurements: index, middle, ring).

Hand radiographs of 23 patients with RA, which had been taken within the past six months before the ultrasound investigation (median period between radiography and QUS measurement was 21 days), were digitised and evaluated. Larsen stages for each PIP joint, as well as joint gap narrowing and the cortical index (cortical thickness in relation to the width of the metaphysis) were determined from these films (fig 3). The Larsen score of a single finger was compared with the QUS value of the corresponding fingers (single finger analysis). The mean of the cortical index of the phalanges II–IV of both hands was compared with the mean AD-SoS of the corresponding phalanges.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
To account for age related effects we compared the groups by calculating Z scores (defined as the number of standard deviations decrease from age matched healthy reference groups). For AD-SoS_{metaphysis}, the Z score could be calculated from the reference database provided by the manufacturer (IGEA, Carpi, Italy). For AD-SoS at the joint, reference data are not yet available. To estimate the Z score for this measurement we used the data obtained from the control group. A cubic regression analysis was applied to account for a relatively stable premenopausal period, an accelerated bone loss in early postmenopause, and a reduced bone loss at older ages. From this curve (R^2=0.61) the “normal” status at each age could be calculated and the standard error of the estimate provided a figure for the variance.
of a “normal” population. Estimated Z scores (Z scoree) could then be calculated for each subject. The Z score and Z scoree of the three groups were then compared using the Tukey-Kramer HSD test. To investigate the change in AD-SoS during early disease, we also divided the RA group into two subgroups—those with disease duration of less than five years and more than five years. Correlations between AD-SoS and morphological findings on x-ray films were assessed by calculating Pearson correlation coefficients. Nominal logistic regression models were applied to investigate the ability of the ultrasound parameters to discriminate between patients with RA and healthy controls. These and all other statistical analyses were carried out using the JMP software package (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, NC, USA).

Results
The precision errors were 0.5–0.8% for AD-SoSmetaphysis and 0.3–0.4% for AD-SoSjoint in the three subject groups. No significant differences in precision were found between the groups.

Table 2 lists the results of the QUS parameters for the three subject groups expressed in m/s and as Z scores to adjust for age related effects. AD-SoS of the control group was consistent with the reference database of the manufacturer as the mean Z score is approximately zero.

In patients with RA, AD-SoS was significantly reduced: at the metaphysis as well as at the joint AD-SoS was significantly lower in the RA group than in the other two groups (p<0.0001 v controls and v vasculitis group). No significant difference was found between the vasculitis and the control group. After adjusting for age related effects by calculating Z scores, the difference was still highly significant (p<0.001 v controls and v vasculitis group).

For predicting the presence of RA by age adjusted AD-SoSmetaphysis or AD-SoSjoint (Z scores), or both, using nominal logistic regression models, AD-SoSmetaphysis was as powerful as AD-SoSjoint in discriminating between patients with RA and healthy subjects (R²=0.48 v 0.53). Both variables contributed independently to the model and for the combined model R² increased to 0.65.

Table 3 shows the results for the two subgroups of RA with early and advanced disease duration. Subjects with a disease duration of less than five years of RA (mean 40 months) already had significantly reduced QUS values (Z score of −1.66 for AD-SoSmetaphysis, p<0.0001).

X RAY EVALUATION
No relation was found between joint gap narrowing and any of the ultrasound findings. However, we found a strong correlation between the cortical index (combined width of the cortical bone divided by the width of the phalanx) and AD-SoS. Figure 4 shows the correlation between the cortical index and AD-SoS (R²=0.71, p<0.0001). Significant correlations with cortical index were also found for AD-SoSjoint (R²=0.53, p<0.0001). AD-SoSmetaphysis correlated with cortical index, even though the index was obtained from the metaphysis.

Table 4 shows a comparison of ultrasound velocity in fingers with and without erosions (Larsen 0–1 v Larsen II–IV, single finger analysis). It shows that most of the difference between the RA group and the control group is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Mean (SD) values of quantitative ultrasound parameters for the three subject groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site</td>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metaphysis</td>
<td>AD-SoS (m/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z score</td>
<td>−0.19 (0.67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>AD-SoS (m/s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z score</td>
<td>0.01 (0.86)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.0001, †p<0.001, significance levels v controls and v vasculitis group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Quantitative ultrasound results displayed for two subgroups of patients with less and more than five years’ disease duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-SoS</td>
<td>Metaphysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z score</td>
<td>0.39 (1.56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z scoreest</td>
<td>Joint</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.0001, †p<0.001, significance levels v controls and v vasculitis group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Single finger analysis. Comparison of ultrasound values in fingers of healthy controls, non-eroded and eroded fingers of patients with rheumatoid arthritis (RA): Analysis for subgroup of patients with RA for whom radiographs were available and restricted to phalanges of index, middle, and ring fingers. That values are not comparable with those of table 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AD-SoS (m/s)</td>
<td>Metaphysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint</td>
<td>1859 (39)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Significance levels are indicated as follows: *p<0.001, no erosions v controls; †p<0.0001, erosions v controls; ‡p<0.001, erosions v no erosions. Last column shows significance levels in the same fashion after adjustment for age (Tukey-Kramer HSD).
already evident in fingers without erosions. With further progression, the ultrasound parameters deteriorate increasingly. Still, after adjustment for age and using finger-specific reference data, AD-SoS showed a highly significant difference between fingers with and without erosions at both sites. Differences were slightly more significant when measured at the joint. Figure 5 depicts these results as finger-specific Z scores.

**Discussion**

The two QUS approaches tested in this study both showed significant differences between patients with RA and the control groups. A finger-specific analysis demonstrated a better sensitivity to RA induced bone loss than detection of erosions by radiography. QUS of the phalanges thus appears to represent a sensitive tool for assessing periarticular bone loss in RA.

A significant loss in AD-SoS, especially in the early stages of RA, has been documented by our study. The subgroup of patients with less than five years of disease duration presented a Z score already of about –1.6. The single finger analysis showed that QUS values decline even before irreversible erosions are detectable. The same finding has been reported by Alenfeld et al and is in agreement with several reports of a fast periarticular bone loss, particularly in the early stages of RA, has been documented by our study. The subgroup of patients with less than five years of disease duration presented a Z score already of about –1.6. The single finger analysis showed that QUS values decline even before irreversible erosions are detectable. The same finding has been reported by Alenfeld et al and is in agreement with several reports of a fast periarticular bone loss, particularly in the early stages of RA. Thus QUS may be particularly well suited to assess early skeletal changes in RA.

In RA, bone loss occurs in the axial skeleton as well as in peripheral bones. Especially in the early stages, peripheral bone loss is more prominent than axial osteopenia. This characteristic makes RA a very suitable disease for investigation by QUS, which has not yet been developed to obtain direct measurements at the spine or femur. Broadband ultrasound attenuation (BUA) and ultrasound velocity of the calcaneus have previously been reported to be reduced in patients with RA in comparison with controls. As mentioned earlier, other studies have found a reduced AD-SoS at the metaphysis of the proximal phalanges in patients with up to five years of RA, whereas spine bone mineral density (BMD) was higher for patients with RA than in primary osteopenia. A marked peripheral bone loss combined with a normal or moderately reduced spine BMD was observed by Devlin et al in early RA.

The few small studies on phalangeal QUS in RA have all shown a significant reduction of AD-SoS in comparison with healthy controls or even osteopenic patients. Values for AD-SoS of our subgroup with early RA are comparable with those reported in a similar group, if we consider that Alenfeld et al excluded patients with Larsen stage >2 from their study. Njeh et al showed that these results correlate well with BMD measured by DXA in this region of interest (metaphysis of the proximal phalanges). That is in agreement with our result of the single finger analysis, which showed that 71% of the variation in AD-SoS could be explained by the relative thickness of the cortex at this site (fig 4). Similar findings have been reported previously by our group and others. Thus QUS parameters will be influenced mainly by bone density, but they are also reported to be influenced by other skeletal properties, such as bone geometry, bone structure, and quality. In this respect, QUS should not be viewed as a simple substitute for x ray based densitometry techniques. Especially in RA, where the changes in bone structure are complex, the data provided by QUS may yield a more comprehensive representation of skeletal impairment.

One innovation of this study is the measurement with QUS directly at the joints and their adjacent bone. We found at the PIP joints that AD-SoS is also significantly reduced in patients with RA. This approach is the consequence of the idea of measuring close to the site where the disease process is located. Similar approaches have been tested for DXA, where regions of interest were evaluated near the PIP joints or near the metacarpophalangeal joints. They found a marked bone loss compared with whole hand measurements but faced at the same time problems concerning precision and accuracy as well as extensive
operator training in determining the regions of interest.

At the joint measurement site a large component of trabecular bone is present which probably affects ultrasound transmission. The reduction of AD-SoSmetaphysis in RA is significant, can be precisely measured, and yields additional independent information from AD-SoSmetaphysis as is shown here by regression models. This is expected because the standard measurement site allows assessment of velocity changes caused by alterations of mostly cortical rather than trabecular bone. More research is needed to evaluate the significance of the joint measurement site. It may show that the DBM Sonic is a useful tool for investigating separately cortical (metaphysis) and trabecular (joint) bone status by QUS.

The short term precision errors seen in our study (0.3–0.8% in all groups) for a standard hand measurement of AD-SoSmetaphysis are in agreement with data previously reported, indicating that RA induced joint destruction does not severely affect the reproducibility of the measurement. The measurement procedure is optimised for measurements at the metaphysis. Nevertheless, precision errors for AD-SoSmetaphysis were found to be even lower (0.3–0.4%). Variation between patients, on the other hand, was remarkably lower for AD-SoSsynovitis AD-SoS is known to be affected by several error sources and the impact of soft tissue thickness may be of particular concern in patients with RA. However, patients with swollen joints were not included in the study. Moreover, after correction for age, there was no significant correlation between AD-SoS and finger thickness (which is given automatically by the device) at any site and therefore increased finger thickness in patients with RA cannot have caused the decreases in AD-SoS values.

The ability to monitor longitudinal changes—that is, longitudinal sensitivity, depends on the ratio of precision error and response rate. For AD-SoSmetaphysis, response rates per year were approximately twofold higher than the precision error. This indicates that the low precision errors make QUS potentially suitable for monitoring patients, particularly in the early stages of RA. How phalangeal QUS performs compared with DXA of the hand in this respect, will need to be determined by large longitudinal studies. However, our results combined with those previously reported are encouraging and indicate that phalangeal QUS may not be inferior to DXA of the hand. On the other hand, QUS has numerous advantages over DXA, such as costs, size and transportability of the device, and no complications with regulations for the use of x-rays, for example. Although our limited, cross sectional investigation may not allow an accurate calculation, we tried to estimate the annual loss, expressed as ultrasound velocity, during the first years of RA. For patients with 0.5–5 years’ disease duration (mean 3.37 years, n=12) the annual loss in AD-SoSmetaphysis that exceeded the normal age related loss was 39.5 m/s (95% confidence interval 19 to 60 m/s). This is likely to be an overestimation, because the true onset of RA will have occurred before its first diagnosis. In this respect, we think that a somewhat lower mean annual loss of AD-SoSmetaphysis can be expected, probably also depending on the success of treatment. AD-SoSmetaphysis has a longitudinal sensitivity for the detection of periarticular bone loss that is similar to DXA of the hand. Reported precision errors for bone mineral content and BMD range from 1.5% to 2.3% and 0.6% to 1.3%, respectively. For patients with early RA, Deodhar et al found an annual bone loss (bone mineral content) of 3.25% in male and 1.46% in female patients in a longitudinal study, again approximately twofold higher than the precision errors. These estimations must be interpreted with caution because there are as yet no longitudinal studies for phalangeal QUS in RA, and a direct comparison with hand DXA is required. Still, the data indicate the potential of the new QUS approach.

Bone loss in RA may be due to immobilisation secondary to pain, inflammation, and destruction but it may also be caused by long term GC treatment. To differentiate between these effects we also assessed a group of patients with vasculitis. Surprisingly, we found no significant differences in QUS values between the vasculitis and control groups, despite the substantial GC dose. Kalla et al investigated metacarpal bone density of patients with systemic lupus erythematosus and RA as well as controls and found a markedly reduced bone density for patients with RA. For patients with systemic lupus erythematosus who where receiving high dose GC treatment, metacarpal bone density was reduced only mildly and was significantly higher than in RA. This is consistent with our QUS findings. Several authors have stated that low dose GC treatment in RA leads to bone loss of the axial rather than the peripheral skeleton. Whether GC mainly influences trabecular bone, and to a lesser extent cortical bone, remains controversial. One should also consider that the positive influence of cortisone on the course of disease may exceed its negative effects on bone metabolism. Our findings of little peripheral bone loss for GC treated vasculitis together with substantial trabecular and cortical bone loss in patients with RA treated with GC, suggest that phalangeal QUS measurements are particularly suited to the study of bone destruction induced by immobilisation or local inflammation rather than that induced by the detrimental effect of GC treatment. Of course, this must be interpreted with caution, because the limitations of our study design preclude further conclusions. Owing to the retrospective design of our study, no reliable investigations about the (cumulative) dose of prednisolone equivalents could be made. Also, BMD measurements were not included in this study, and therefore no information about possible bone loss in the group with vasculitis was available. However,
owing to the small effect or lack of effect of GC treatment in the group with vasculitis it is most unlikely that the decrease of QUS results in the RA group is caused by GC treatment. However, longitudinal controlled studies would be required to confirm this observation.

Our study has some limitations. The number of subjects is relatively small. However, the control group had AD-SoSmeta results similar to the reference data provided by the manufacturer. This shows that no systemic error or bias occurred, which would have compromised the results for the other two groups. New normative reference data have recently been published for AD-SoSmeta. No substantial difference between these data and the reference database of the manufacturer has been found, at least in the age range that is of interest in our study. The patients of the vasculitis group had shorter exposure to GC treatment, but the major effects of GC treatment on bone should have been manifest for a group with average GC treatment of 1.7 years. Grip strength was not measured in our subjects. The cross sectional, retrospective design did not enable collection of sufficient data on disease activity or GC dose in the past. Also, examinations at the joint were exploratory and need to be confirmed by independent studies. On the other hand, there is considerable potential for technological optimisation, specifically for the joint measurement. For example, in this pilot study no special positioning devices for the joint measurement were yet available. However, the fact that we obtained significant results, despite these limitations, is encouraging.

Conclusion
This in vivo study has shown that QUS of the phalanx is sensitive to skeletal changes due to RA. In patients with RA the two ultrasound measurements evaluated here—AD-SoSmeta and AD-SoSaux—were found to be significantly reduced compared with age matched normal reference values. This difference was already present at early stages of the disease and could be found even in the absence of erosions. AD-SoSmeta is the standard parameter of the QUS device used, correlated strongly with the cortical thickness at this site, and we conclude that it is a good measure of disease associated bone loss. The measurement of AD-SoSaux directly at the joint provided independent information, allowing assessment of trabecular changes in RA.

QUS is a simple, portable, and inexpensive technique that is free of ionising radiation. Because of the promising results for precision and sensitivity to early changes in RA we suggest that its clinical use for monitoring skeletal changes in early RA should be evaluated in prospective studies, preferably including a direct comparison with DXA of the hand.
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